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A Semiotic Approach to the Semantics of Czech Verbs of
the Type likdvat

David S. Danaher, Emory University

Introdaction
In this paper, I will introduce an alternative approach to a controversial

issue in Czech linguistics, namely, the semantics of verbs of the type
iikdvat, ddl6vat, mivat, etc. These verbs form a morphologically well-
definedtlass: they are unprefixed imperfectives derived usually by means
of the formant -va-.I Yaious names have been used to designate them:
iteratives, frequentatives, non-actual iteratives (nasobend neakadlni slo-
vesc), quantified states, and habits. It has been said that they express
regular, irregular, sporadic, indeterminate, and quantifi ed iteration-

Several different approaches to the semantics of ifkdvat verbs have
been explored. The issue was originally framed by F. Kopednf (1948,
1962,1965,196),2 who adopted a feature-based approach which survives
largely intact in the latest edition of the Czechoslovak Academy Grammar
(Mluvnice 1986: 185) and which I will call the traditional analysis. The
later approaches of A. G. Sirokova (1963, 1965) and H. Kudera (1n9,
1980, L981) pay more attention to context and move away from a strictly
feature-based account. In general, the progression from Kopednf to
Kuiera illustrates increasing concern with motivation and with explaining
the behavior of verbs in various contexts. A bottom-up approach to se-
mantics gradually gives way to a top-down approach; emphasis on isolated
parts of meaning is gradually replaced by an understanding of meaning as
a gestalt structure.

Continuing this trend in the research,I will adopt a top-down approaCh
to the semantics of ifkdvat verbs which attempts to motivate the various
contextual meanings associated with the verbs within a single conceptual
framework. This global framework reveals how the different contextual
meanings are related to one another. I will demonstrate that the framework
is not simply an artificial construct imposed on the data for purposes of
theoretical convenience, but a cognitively-based model of the relations
which actually exist between the meanings. The framework "makes sense"
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of the contextual meanings by rendering the various usages of the verb
form coherent. The theoretical approach I adopt is grounded in the se-
miotic theory of the American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce and
specifically in his understanding of the semiotics of habit.l

This paper is divided into several sections. First, I will exemplify and
define the various meanings associated with likdvat verbs. Then, I will
briefly discuss the treatment of these meanings within the context of the
traditional analysis. Finally, I will introduce the Peircean notion of habit
and develop around it a framework for the semantics of the verb form.

Meanings Associated with the Verb Form
Space considerations will not allow me to treat all of the contextual

meanings associated with verbs of the ifkdvat type.4 I will focus on the five
meanings exemplified and briefly discussed below. The first two are funda-
mental to the semantics of these verbs; the last three are marginal of
specialized meanings.

(a) Non-actunliry. Non-actuality is defined as "the impossibility of using
a present form of such a verb to indicate an action which is in the process
of occurring" (Kopednf 1996: 259). A verb marked for non-actuality can-
not be used to answer the question *Co to tu ddlai?" ('What are you
doing right now?') (KopeEnf L948: 153; 1962: 15). That is, one eould
respond with an imperfective verb form: Zrovna ted' piiu dopls ('Right
now I am writing a letter'), but not with a verb of the ifktvat type:
*Zrovna ted psdvdm dopis.

Non-actuality is an obligatory meaning in all usages of verbs of this type.
Note the example below:5
(1) Pfedstavuji si riid svat6ho Petra, jak sedf na 5trokrleti u ok6nka, kterfm je vidEt dohir na
zem. Moje maminka za ndm chodivd dasto k tomu okdnku. (Kundera 1967:146)
'I like to think ofSaint Peter perched on a stool looking down on earth through a tiny window-
My mother often visits him there.'(Kundera1982:124)

In this example, the verb form chodivd (< chodit "to go/walk") does not
describe the act of going to visit Saint Peter at one particular moment in
time, but rather a series of visits over an indefinite period of tirne. The verb
is used to generalize rather than to specify-

(b) Iterativity- Closely related to non-actuality is iterativity (ndsobenost).
Verbs of t}ae iikdvat type must express some form of iteration (a series of
visits as opposed to just one). The specific degree ofiteration expressed by
a given verb is dependent on context (Sirokova 1965: 81) and may be
denoted by adverbial modifiers (iasto in the above example). Verbs of this
type are therefore capable of expressing regular, irregular, frequent, occa-
sional, and sporadic iteration in different contexts.

In the examples from contemporary literary Czech which I collected and
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the degrees of itcrerin specified vary from tasto ,often,'rarely'(and, in one eNs, nitd],never,). Tie data irs summarized i,t i*{q I,
'6c chart below:

1;if..t:r,.'1,"...1 Conelation between fiklvot vetband frrequency adverbials

Sanple Size:28
Frequency Adverbial

no explicit quantification
tasto (velmil hodnC Easto)
obtas
vtdycky
nEkdy
obvykle
zpravidla
ziidka
wilokdy
katdf den
dennt
katdf rok
tidn|
tolikrdt
nikdy
vzdcnE
tu a tam

PercentagC

SlVo
4Vo
4Vo
3Vo
2.SVo
2Vo
A.SVo
A.SVo
A.SVo
0.SVo
O-SVo
O.5Vo
O-5Vo
O.5%o
0.SVo
0.SVo
O.SVo

Number of
Oocurrences

216
l0
r0
8

6
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Most contexts (gLvo) show no expricit specification of the degree ofiteration. For example:
Q> z'aadni n'virdrmici bfvajf .okovdni, te Grnobyl a ArDS tu nejsou zdrojem hrtzy, abndmEtem vtipti. (Havel: l1g)
'visitors &om the west arc shocked that chemobyr aad ArDS are not sourcrs of terror herc,o* 

t: *9j* matterof jokes
rn this example, iteration.occurs over the prurar subject.T western visitorsare shocked, although the exact or ev;n approximate percentage ofshocked visitors is not reported.

C.onsider also the following:
(3) Min.f tfden lezel doma a chiipkou kaid-fpades'rfteskf ob6an [ - . . J l-€kaii upozornfl[veiejnost, ie se jednd o potfn-ajiicfipidemie i.^. . I i"a".tatistiky ministerstva zdravotnidv{vSak reto.ni situace nenf ho:Jf nei Lni. cniipta pr"tuupit" po'ze tim, re pfiIra rak pozdt:nlkdy bfvn ut o v6nocfch. (Respelo)
'Last wek one out of every ffty citizens of the czech Repubric stayed home in bed with th3flo [ "' l Docrors advised thi public out it ro*" rike the start of an epidemic t. . . t
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However, according to statistics provided by the Ministry of Health, this year's situation is no
worse than last year's. This year's flu has been surprising only in its late arrival: sometimes it is
already here at Christmas'.

In this exarnple, the degree of iteration is made explicit by the adverb
ndkdy'sometimes'.

In general, a thorough account of the semantics of iikhvat verbs must
motivate and explain several aspects of the connection between the verb
form and iterativity: first and foremost, the fact that lfk1vat verbs are
necessarily iterative verbs; second, the tendency for the great majority of
contexts to lack a frequency specification; and finally, the existence of
widely varying degrees of iteration in those contexts which contain a fre-
quency adverbial.

(c) Negated contexts. No previous analysis of the semantics of fikdvat
verbs has considered contexts under negation, which is probably due to the
fact that negated verbs of this type occur rarely.s Nonetheless, the behavior
of the verbs in negated contexts has significance for an investigation of their
semantics. This significance consists chiefly in that negated iikdvat vertx
tend to exhibit a different scope of negation from corresponding imper-
fective simplex forms also under negation.

Consider the following example:
(4) sxbil vs sv€m spise o_psychologii dukazy pro nesmrtelnost, ale v piedndsk6ch, pokud vim,
o tom bliZ nenrluvival (Capek 19gfl.94)
'In his writing on psychology he promised proof of immortality, but in his lectures, as fur as I
know, he didn't t lk in depth about it'-

The verb form nemluvtval (< mluvit 'to speak') yields the reading that ..he
mentioned [the proof of immortality] from time to time, but he didn't
analyze it-"e This reading works well with the adverb bliz'tn depth'. If the
imperfective simplex farm nemluvil is substituted, however, the most natu-
ral reading is that the lecturer "didn't mention it at all." rn other words, all
possible situations are negated: the subject was never even touched upon.
For imperfective simplex forms, the scope of negation tends to cover all
possible moments at which the'situation might have been valid: the situa-
tion is explicitly denied at all these moments. However, for verbs of the
iikdvat type, the validity of the situation is not denied across the board: the
lecturer did talk about it, but not in a significant way.

Consider a more clear-cut example:
(5) Nebfvf mfm zvykem polemizovat s t€mi &eniifi, kteiineso'rhrasi s tim, co pGi t - . . I Maj{
samoziejmd na to pr6vo, nejednou maji i pravdu [ , . . ] Jestlize dnes Einim vjjimku, pak je to
ze dvou drivodri [ - . . | (Lidove noviny)
It is not my habit to polemicize with those readers who do rrot agree with that I write [ . . . ]They of course have the right to do so and more than once they've even been ;ght in aoing so
[ ., . ] If, however, I make an exception today, I do so fortwo reasons t . . . ll
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This example confirms the above observation. The verb form nebj,vd
bft'to be') explicitly reports that the habit of not polemicizing with disgru
tled readers is not absolute, as shown by the fact that the journalist immedi-
ately goes on to contradict the statement. Not all possible worlds are de-
nied; the scope of negation is somehow restricted.

(d) Emotional nuances.It is commonly pointed out that verbs of this type
tend to express emotional nuances which are not generally associated with
corresponding imperfective simplex forms in the same context. Consider,
for instance, the following:
(6) Navrhl, abychom ode5li; abychom se dali polni cestou ollikou k tnastu. tat jet jsc Ldyd
cbodivali, kdysi d6vno [ . - . ] (Kundera 1967: 309)
'He suggested we leave, take a roundabout path through the fields, the way we r*J tr go loo3
ago [ . . . f'-' (Kundera 1982: 264'Sto

In this example, native informants noted that the tone of the passage b
nostalgic and emotional. The verb form chodivali (< chodit'to go/walk')
was therefore much preferred to the imperfective simplex form chodili.
The speaker is presenting an emotional judgment of the good old days, and
the form chodivali communicates this emotional speaker-orientation. In
contrast, the imperfective simplex form chod.ili was said to be factual, dry,
without emotional content.

Emotional content is also evident in example (1) about the mother's
visits to Saint Peter. According to native informants, the form chodivd
(< chodit'to golwalk') here has a strong emotional charge: the visits
mean something to the speaker. In contrast, the corresponding imper-
fective simplex chodi in this context was read as reporting a bald fact
devoid of emotional content which emphasizes the actual physical act of
walking.

(e') Discourse function- Stunov6 (193:40) has pointed out that iikdvat
verbs tend to occur in passage-initial discourse position, serving as introduc-
tions to what follows. This can be seen clearly in the example below:
(7) Staei pozorovat, jak se lid6 k sob6 chovaji v obchodech, riiadech, v dopravnicb
pros$eddch: bffil nerudnf, sobedtf, nezdvoiili a neochotni; pro proddvajici je zAkanfu,
6asto jen obt€ZovaIem, prodavaEky ho obsluhuji a pfitom se bavi mezi sebou o svfch vEcech,
na dotaza odpovidajf s nechuti (pokud na nd vribec znaji odpovEd'). fudidi aut si naddvaj{, lid€
ve frontech do sebe strkaji, piedblhaji se a okiikuji. Ufedniktm je lhostejn€, kolik na nE tekd
lidf a jakdlouho [ . . . ] (Havel: 135)
'It is sufEcient to observe how people behave toward each other in stores, of0ces, and on
public transportation: they are boorish, selfish, impolite, and unhelpfrrl. For salespeople thc
client is often just an inconvenience. Salesgirls serve him while at tbe same time amusing each
other with their owtr matters; they answer questions witb reluctance (if they can answer them
at all). People driving in cars cune at each other. People waiting in lines jostle each other, cut
in front ofeach otler, and reproach each other. Office workers are indifferent as to how many
people are waiting to see them and how long they've been waiti"g [ . . . l.'
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In this example, the verb bfvaji (< bit'to be') reports a general assertion
in discourse-initial position: people are selfish and impolite- The text which
follows provides specific examples of how people behave selfishly and
impolitely in a variety of contexts.

To Stunov6's observation, I would add that lfkdvatverbs also sometimes
occur in discourse-final position, acting as summarizing devices of what has
immediately preceded them. Note the following example:
(8) Prokopa si piedstavovala, Ze se obrdti a iekne ji pravdu. Zeiilela strachem, u jeji ruky
leiely dlouh6 nriZky, zvedla je a bodla. A podaiilo se ji to. Josef nic netu5il a svfm postojem jf
nabizel vjhodnou polohu. Prokopa tak v naprostd nepoudenosti spdchala dokonalf zloEin.
Nesmyslnii, nehor6znd odvaha miv6 dasto Stdsti [ . . - ], o tom niis koneirr6 mnohokr6t poudila
historie. (Bdlohradskd: 135)
'Prokopa imagined that he would turn around and tell her the truth. By her hand lay the.long
scissors- She became mad with fear, picked them up, and stabbed him. And she stnrck
successfully- Josef didn't expect anything, and his stance offered her an advantageous target.
Completely unschooled in murder, Prokopa committed the perfect crime. Unpremeditated,
arrant acts of courage often have great success; history has taught us that many times over',

In this second example, the passage begins with a detailed description of
how Prokopa cominits an unpremeditated murder. The theme of this pas-
sage is subsequently summed up in a proverb-like sentence containing the
verb form mivd (< mft'to have')-

The Tiaditio nal Analy sis
The traditional analysis of verbs of the iikdvat type, originally proposed

by Kopednf, is a bottom-up, feature-based approach which necessarily and
sufficiently defuies these verbs in terms of fwo features: non-actualit5r
(neakndlnosr) and iterativity (ndsobenosr). Verbs of this q4pe are therefore
labelled neakwdlni ndsobend slovesa. However, although the traditional
analysis notes the feature of iterativity as essential to the semantics of these
verbs, it fails to explain why varying degrees of iteration quite naturally
occur. In other words, why do some verbs co-occur with the adverb tasto'often' and others uirth vzdcnC'rarely', and why is an explicit frequency
specification absent in the overwhelming majority of examples of thii verb
form? Moreover, although Kopelnf and others have noted the tendency of
these verbs to express emotional nuances, this tendency cannot be under-
stood in an analysis resting solely on the features of non-actuality and
iterativity. The same can be said of the behavior of these verbs under
negation and of their discourse function.

In short, the traditional analysis treats only the two fundamental mean-
ings of the verbs. Speciali"ed meanings Eue not integrated into the analytl-
cal framework. In the traditional analysis, there is no general sense of why
the same verbal form can be used in the various contexts in which it is used;
in other words, the different meanings associated with the verbs do not in
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any way cohere. To understand the various usages as coherent, a
analytical approach is necessary. In the next section, I will outline an
proach which is grounded in the Peircean notion of habit.

The Semiorics of Habit
Kurera was the first to introduce the notion of habit ln regard to czech

verbs of this type.rl He argued: "[WJe clearly are not dealing with simple
iteration. Instead, what we have in this case are verbal forms that denote
HABITS. (1980: 26). Kucera's use of the term is closely linked with the
semantic model of verbal aspect he developed (Kudera 1983) on the basis
of vendler 1957. To this extent, the term is limited in its application to the
semantics of itkdvat verbs.

A considerably more general understanding of habit is found in Peircean
semiotic theory-r2 Very broadly speaking, Peirce defined habit as:

[ . - . ] aspecialization, originalor acquired, ofthe nature ofa mail,oran animal, oravine, of
a crystallizable chemical substance, or anything else, that he or it will behave, or always ted
to behave, in a way describable in general terms upon every occasion (or upon a considerablc
proportion of the occasions) that may present itself of a generally describable character.
(1931-35, 1958: 5.538)

Ttvo levels are involved in any habit thus formed: there is the level of the
real or actual instances of the habit-the replicas or tokens of the habit-
and the more abstract level of the habit itself, the habit as a *generalizing
tendency" or law (6.204).

For example, a person cannot have acquired the habit of smoking with-
out some real experience with cigarettes. On ttie other hand, being a
smoker implies much more than just some limited experience smoking
cigarettes. That is, the habit itself is a general tendency or law which
depends upon, but is not sufficiently defined byt a number of concrete
instantiations of its general principle. As one commentator on Peirce
wrote: "Even if the habitual after dinner smoker were to die this afternoon,
it must be true that s/he would' have, probabl5 smoked a cigaret after
dinner" (Savan 1988: D)- The habit is a 'would-be', an indefinite proposi-
tion with future reference.

A Peircean habit is a gestalt conceptual structure. In cognitive terms'
according to Lakoff, "[g]estalts are at once holistic anil analyzeable.. They
have parts, but the wholes are not reducible to the parts' (l%7:246),8
Moreover, it is "a whole that we humans find more basic than the parts"
(Lakotr and Johnson 1980: 70). The structure of a habit is cbmparablb to
the structure implicit in a collective noun.l4 A collective noun, ad nfaculry
or orchestra, is a gestalt consisting necessarily of parts, although the whole
is more than the simple sum of those parts. The faculty of a university is a
grouping of all the real professors of that universrty, but as a collective the
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faculty has consirrerabry greater power tha,' the sum of the isorated bits ofinfl uence th a t e ach i nO iuiiu af iaJ"irr"* 
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tion on the basis of a number of concrete (or believed) instances. Aual proposition is therefore an inductive generalization which the srproposes to account for the existence of a number of facts uy ,uor.r*ingthose facts under a general law.
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Application of the Semiotic Framework

]i:y,:x?tTs:^*::-lllly""me,"G1tleu",u,,non-actuarftv(a)rr*,::TX,:i:J9r:_u:*neces.larilvaomtnei;;g;;;;#;#:ilil?;;;;;;;ilaff3::;
a hatiit heino .lof,--,l ^.,^-l3:lj _*g*ll:o-"1", 1:TTb"I "r 0rr","", ;;;. #'lffJr .t vIgW

;""*il: }:":g^:p:: l1r." Habitual propositions 
"".;;;4pr"r, u"ma-

*^ol,"T:1':jit:r to a series "f ";;;d;;'ril;;;;_ #;$ffi:;#frv faruvaa

ffi.1s, T:i::T'*::::g law, provide no informatirr r;elraire,r,"
l"11::r.?ljn;::n: T: ,1m". is true "r eu",ya"y r,;il;;;ffi;,j;,.;
:T::"1':* j::::1.:ry'tt,ill'T:p"";i';'ti;;ffi;ff;";J
3:J::::i:::^1":: :,: t:Flihood ttrat tre'..r," -igt? ;; ilffi sl.ilfiopportunity presented itself .

Peirce's understanding of the semiotics of habit provides a skeletal frame-work within which to consider the semantics of fikhvatverbs. In the nextsection, I wiII demonstrate how the nve *io"ry divergent meanings associ_ated with the verb t"r-. -: motivared uy "i"*i;g ti"-^*li?llr"^ 
"rwhat is semioticalry involved in the conceptuarization of a habit.

As far as iterativity is concerned, for a habit to be rear it must be sup-ported by actual or believed instances or repricas. The real instances areirsed as a basis for an inductive inr"r"n"e, they are ol". 
"r 

rilsentativesamples of a larger type. Tlie habit itself is embodied i" il;i6;.In example (2), the.verb bfvaji (< tyt lo U"; ,"port a lJrr"rut ,ot",visitors tend to be shocked. rrt" 
"ru r"# does not indicate that all visitorsare shocked, nor does it delimit the percentage of visitors who are shocked.Tbe focus of the statement is not on the ,"uJtio' or inorvioualliton, u.rton the overall impression gleaned from tle reactions of (presumably) agood sample of visitors over the years. The tom byvilt;;;;; westernvisitors as a single mass and_ju.lges a general .""",i"*ir si"rirJiy, in exam-ple (3), the verb t"r .?tr:(<.bir 

.toi";; Aoo not specifica'y describe theyearly occurrence of the flu vims in the tzech nepuutic. Natirre sp"atersreport that this verb form emphasizes the possibility u dr" n"-""rorring atchristmas. The bjvd form in this *n*o'p."rupposes the occasional fac_tual occurrence of the flu virus in tn" cJ""r, ir.epuutic uy cil*** *necessary background to an evaruative assertio, ,i,rr" g##possiuilitythat the flu virus may occur that early.
The semiotic framework also motivates the varyrng degrees of iterationwhich occur with these verbs: they folrow from the subjective nature ofhabitual evaruation. A habituar ptoi-riiloo represenrs a generar rule which
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is reached by inferring a type from a number of tokens of that type. The
general rule is not necessarily dependent on the existence of a large number
of tokens. In this regard Peirce himself wrote:
It is noticeable that the iteration of the action is often said to be indispensable to the formation
of a habit; but a very moderate exercise of observation sufnces to refute this error. A single
reading yesterday of a casual statement that the [phrase] 'shtar chindis' means in Romany'four shillings' t . . - I is likely to produce the habit of thinking that 'four' in the Gypsy tongue
is 'shtar,' that will last for months, if not for years | . . .l- (5.477)

I would supplement this statement by repeating that the focus of habitual
propositions is on the general rule itself, not on the definite instantiations
of the rule at the level of simple iteration. In example (1), exactly how
often the mother visits Saint Peter is largely irrelevant to interpretation of
the passage or to the reality of the habit: it is not the focus of the proposi-
tion. To this extent, it is quite natural that most likdvat verbs in Cz*b
occur in contexts without explicit frequency specifications. In the assertion
of a habit definiteness of frequency is not profiled information.

The marginal or specialized contextual meanings associated with verbs of
this type also can be motivated within the semiotic framework. I pointed
out earlier that iikdvat verbs under negation do not deny the validity of the
situation in all possible worlds (c). When a habitual proposition is negated
in Czech, the scope of negation is restricted to the general rule or law which
the proposition asserts. That is, the scope of the negation is limited to the
level of habitual iteration. Negated itkdvat verbs therefore cannot report
the total absence of occasions on which the proposition defined by the verb
holds. Negate the existence of all replicas of the habit and the habit itself
cannot persist.

In this regard, consider the difference between the following statements:
She is not a smoker and She d.oesn't smoke.re The first statement can be
neutrally read as a negation of a habit while the second negates an assertion
of simple iteration. In the first statement, she may very well smoke on
occasion, but the individual instances of smoking have not been interpreted
as tokens of a general pattern. In the second statement, however, the
neutral reading is that all possible occasions of her smoking (at the present
time) are denied.

Similarly, in example (a) the verb form nemluvfval functions habitually:
the lecturer may have spoken about immortaliry but not in depth. In
example (5) the verb form neblvd explicitly leaves open the possibility that
the situation is occasionally valid. The form is necessary in this conteft
because the journalist immediately acts against his habit of refraining from
polemicizing with his readers.

The assosiation of iikdvat verbs with strong emotional content (d) is
motivated as a consequence of the speaker-orientation of habituat proposi.
tions. Speaker-orientation follows logically from the status of habitual
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propositions as basically inductive inferences- Habitual
note subjective hypotheses; by @ntrast, imperfective simplex forms in
same context tend to report mofe or less objective observations devoid of
emotional charge. Within the semiotic framework proposed here, it can be
clearly seen why emotional content is not present in all contexts in which
iikdvat verbs are used. The emotive nuance is a specialized rneaning which
is logically possible given the semiotic structure of a habit, but at the same
time not obligatorily present. I would claim that in a context which calls for
emotion (and habitual construal), a iikdvat form would likely be chosen
over a corresponding imperfective simplex form, but that emotional con-
tent is not a primary element in the general meaning of the verb form.
Examples (1) and (6) support this claim to the extent that speakers indi-
cated a marked preference for the itkivat forms given the overall emo.
tional tone of the passages.

The final contextual meaning to consider here is the tendency for verbs
of this type to be found in discourse-initial and discourse-final positions (e).
The discourse function of. ftkdvat verbs exemplifies their status as habitual
propositions. In discourse-initial position, iikdvat verbs fimish a general
assertion which is subsequently fleshed out in the passage which follows. In
example (7), the verb bivait is the crux of a generalization about people
being rude. Specific details supporting this generalization follow: salespeo-
ple talk among$t themselves instead of helping clients, people curse at each
other and jostle each other, etc. In example (7) the flow of discourse is
from general to specific. A given theme can, however, be developed in thc
opposite direction; that is, discourse can flow from specific to general- This
is the case in example (S). An unpremeditated and shockingly successful
murder is described in detail- This description is followbd by a generaliza-
tion which summarizes tte lesson: "unpremeditated acts often have great
su@ess fmfvd tasto it4stfl". The examples suggest that itkdvat verbs func-
tion in discourse in positions where their character as general assertions
proves to be communicatively effective. Given their status as hypothetical
generalizations, it follows quite naturally that they function either as a
broad.intrqduction to a theme in passage-initial position or as a summary
device in passage-final Position.

Conclusion
In this paper, I have demonstrated that fil<dvat verbs can properly be

called habitual verbs in the Peircean sense of the term "habit'. Any analysis
n'hich attemPts to explain the semantics of these verbs must motivate at
least the five meanings which I have discussed here. The traditional
feature-based analysis cannot achieve this. It is impossible to understand all
five meanings as coherent given a bottom-up or Parts-to-whole approach
based solely on the features of non-actuality and iterativity. As Dwight
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Bolinger has written: "when meanings are built up from below with deter_
ministic features, there is no way to get the elastiiity that one always finds
with meanings" (1976: 11).

The key to making sense of the semantics of these verbs is to recognize
what is cognitively or semiotically involved in the conceptualization"of ahabit. Habits are gestalt structures. Individual features of the parts of thegestalt can be understood only through the medium of the gestalt itself. As
Anttila has argued: "Elements are not there to be combined, but aresecondarily abstracted from the whole or totality t . . I Totality is thestarting point" (1977: 5).

This is another way of saying that the key to the semanti cs of iil<6va
verbs lies in understanding the relations between the different meanings,
both fundamental and marginal, which are associated with them in various
contexts.2O The semiotic structure of a habit reveals how the different con_textual meanings are related to each other in a more or less coherent way.The contribution of this analysis lies in detailing how those meanings do infact cohere with one another as well as in showing in some small way theusefulness of Peircean semiotic theory as applied to verbal semantics.

NOTES

r am grateful to Michael Shapiro and Masako ueda for their guidance and support <turing myresearch on this issue- Thanks are also due to AIan Cienki and SEE/s anonymous readers fortheir extensive comments on an earlier version of this paper.
1 Exceptional verbs withour the -va- formant inchde: jidat (< jist,to eat), stfchat(< sly5et'to hear'), vidat (< viddt 'to see'), titat (< dist .to read'). Most of the ;xceptional formshave regular alternatives exhibiting the productive formant: jidr^vat, slfch^vat, vid6va,t{rivat. T'be verbs ddvat'to give' and mdvat,to wave' do not belong io ihi. 

"lu.* of verbs(Kopetni 19,18).
2 Kopednf's treatment of the issue comes out in a long poremic with Ivao poldauf. seePoldauf 1949,1964,1966a, and 1966b. N6mec 1958 and rrnkovd 1969 take part in thesame polemic.
3 Roman Jakobson (1965) was the pioneer in apprying peircean theory to the study ofIanguage. This productive rine of research has been taken up by, amon! others, MichaelShapiro (1969' 1980, 19&i, and 180), Henning Andersen on3, 197;, and r9l), andRaimo Anttila (1977, lng, r9g9, and lgl). IJnfortunately, peirce's writings are frag-mented and for that reason somewhat inaccessible. The standard editionk peirce,s

Idfi"gr published to date is The colleaed papers of Charles sanders peirce. a\ebestintroduction to Peirce's sign categories is Savan 1988. For an introduction to peirce's
theory of the scientific method, see Reillv 1920.

4 One of the mor.e interesting and controversial meanings associated with these verbs istheir tendency to express a distant past.'The question is a complex one and deserveslonger, individual treatmetrt. See Danaher 1995.
5 The data for this study were drawn from sources in contemporary Iiterary czech (fction,essays, and newspapers). 268 examples of the verb form in various context were collectedand analvzed.
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Percentages are approximate.
Kudera (1980: 31; 1981: 182; 1983: 1E2-3) has shown that verbs of this type can expresc
iteration or quantification over temPoral adverbials, the predicate, plural subjects, and
possibly plural objects. whether the quantified or iterated comPonent is a subject or
predicate does not affect the framewort proposed here.
In the examples I collected for analysis, only lI (4Vo) were negated'
The information presented here is based on the results of intewiewing four native Czed
speakers. The speakers were presented with a choice of an imperfective simplexot iiklvg
form and were asked to evaluate which form was more acceptable in the given context. lf
both were acceptable, the speakers were asked to say how the meaning of the sentencc
chatrged if one form was used instead of the other'
The asterisk indicates that the traDslation has been slightly altered to preseDt rnore clearly
the particrrlarities of the verb form in question-
Mazon noticed the same thing in regard to the morphologically similar class of Russian
iteratives. He based the foltowing comments on examples gleaned from nineteenth cen-
tury Russian texts: "IJ sens commun e tous ces exemples est celui d'avoir lhabitude do
faire telle ou telle action. Sans doute cette notion d'habitude comprend-elle celle dc
r€p€tition de I'action, mais elle [a notion d'habitude] la domine certainement, en ge seul
que tous les actes constituant cette habitude apparaissent comme utre mz$se, corrune urc
somme' (1908: 69-70; t9l4:2006 also cited in Barnetovii: 129). In contemporary literary
Russian, verbs of the tyPe roBaptBarb (< roloprrr) (nmatr [< mrr], crorua'arr [<
crUerrl, xaKnBarb [< xonrrrr], etc.) are morphologically unproductive and extreme$
marginal in usage (Kudera l98l: 177)- They are marked for substandard, colloquial
speech aod no longer occupy a unique position in the aspectual system-
Habit is central to Peirce's philosophy and semiotic in a number of different ways, ald my
discussion of babit here is ctcumscribed by its application to the problem at hatrd.
Lakoff contrasts gestalt structure with building-block structure, in which "the meaning Ot
the whole is a function of the meanings of the parts" (19sl : 284) -
Laurel Brinton has written in this regard: '[Al habitual situation results from the repeti'
tion of individual situations on different oacasiotrs; however, these multiple situations arc
also considered as aD aggregate or unit, indeed what is termed a'habit' I - . . I Tb
nominal category most closely aaalogous to habit is, of course, c6llective, which denotcl
a single unit made up of multiple individual things" (191: 59-60). Recall Mazon's earlicr
definition (footnote 11) that the acts comprising a habit appear "comne lme massc'
comme une somme".
consider, ftom this peGpective, the distinction commonly made between a person wbo
has a drinkingprobtem (an alcoholic) and a person whoon occasion drintstoo much (not
necessarily an alcoholic, but perhaps tending toward becoming one). Another everyday
example of the distinction between these two levels is the difference between having
repeated sexual encounters with one person (the whole is merely the sum of the individ-
ual acts) and having aa intimate reltionship (where acts of sexual intercourse are not thc
sum total of the whole relationship).
The term .profile(df is also taken from cognitive linguistics. '[P]rofiling amounts to
nothitrg more than the relative prominence of substructures within a conceptualization,
and is inberently a matter of degree' (Langacker 1990: 208). In habitual iteration, thc
geDeral rule is more prominent than its instaotiations-
Others have reached similar conclusions on the role of induction in habitual propositions
in French and English. See, for example, Kleiber (1985' 1986) and Qvaert 1987.
If the imperfective simplexformjsol issubstituted fotbfvait,nanvespeakersreport ashift
in focus from general to specific. Westem yisitors is read more as The Western uisirors (tb
ones xre kno% the ones standing over there). One speaker reported thatisou implies thal
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all western visitors, without exception, are shocked. Tlne iilslvat formreports generality;the- imperfective simplex form in opposition tends to report specificity or de-finiteness.This example is not directly translatable into czech by means of the opposition.kozffl
kouitvd'to smoke'- other factors interfere, such as the tendency to ideniifi rikaycr verbsclosely with the formal literary language. Nevertheless, it illustrates that the same cogni_tive principle of habitual organization is operable in English. The generalu". i. tn"same, but the linguistic manifestations of the principre are language-specific.
The meanings associated with habituat verbs in various contexts are related, in cognitiveterms, via a semantic network. when one form has more than one meaning assoLtedwith it, these meanings "can be thought of as forming a network, where some senses af,eprototypical, and others constitute extensions or specializations of a prototypi"* uJrru o,of one another" (Langacker 1990: 35).
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